We sought to describe perfusion dyssynchrony analysis specifically to exploit the high temporal resolution of stress perfusion CMR. This novel approach detects differences in the temporal distribution of the wash-in of contrast agent across the left ventricular wall.
Introduction
Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) has become an established method for myocardial perfusion imaging. 1 CMR offers superior spatial resolution in comparison to other perfusion imaging modalities. Additionally, an elevated temporal resolution enables the dynamic visualization of the first-pass wash-in of contrast agent in rest and stress conditions. In normal hearts, the myocardium is perfused relatively homogeneously across all myocardial segments. This results in a homogeneous display of CMR perfusion signals both in the amplitude and in the temporal direction, with the peak myocardial signal intensity occurring nearly simultaneously in all segments a few beats after the peak arterial input signal. In contrast, in ischaemic hearts, abnormal segments display a peak myocardial signal that is both reduced in amplitude and delayed resulting in lower peak signal intensity and temporal dyssynchrony across the ventricle. There have been various approaches to quantification of first-pass perfusion signal intensities; however, to our knowledge, the temporal dyssynchrony of perfusion signals has not yet been exploited directly by any diagnostic algorithm. In this study, we hypothesized that important diagnostic information can be derived by analysing first-pass perfusion signals in the temporal direction.
We sought to describe perfusion dyssynchrony analysis, a novel approach to the analysis of perfusion CMR data. This is specifically designed to isolate and measure the temporal dyssynchrony of myocardial perfusion independently from absolute myocardial blood flow (MBF; Figure 1 ). Specifically, we tested the potential of perfusion dyssynchrony analysis as a tool for the detection of haemodynamically significant coronary artery disease (CAD) assessed by fractional flow reserve (FFR) and to differentiate between patients with single-and multi-vessel CAD.
Methods

Study population
Patients referred for stress perfusion CMR were retrospectively included. All patients had undergone invasive coronary angiography and FFR assessment in all vessels with visually .50% severity stenosis within 3 months of the CMR scan. FFR ,0.8 was considered haemodynamically significant. Patients were assigned to the Normal, Single-vessel, and Multi-vessel groups according to the results of the invasive assessment. Patients with previous coronary artery bypass grafting, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, aortic stenosis, or other primary myopathic or valvular disease were excluded. This study was performed in accordance with the principles set by the Declaration of Helsinki and was conducted in accordance with local ethical standards. All participants gave written informed consent.
CMR acquisition
The CMR scans, including adenosine stress and rest perfusion, functional and scar imaging, were carried out at 3.0T (Philips Achieva-TX, Philips Medical Systems) using standard acquisition protocols.
2 A k-t SENSE gradient echo method was used, and typical sequence parameters were repetition time/echo time 3.0/1.0 ms, flip angle 158, 908 saturation prepulse, 120 ms prepulse delay, spatial resolution 1.2 × 1.2 × 10 mm 3 . Perfusion data were acquired in three left ventricular (LV)
short-axis views covering 16 standard myocardial segments during adenosine-induced hyperaemia over 3 min (140 mg/kg/min) and 15 min later at rest using 0.075 mmol/kg gadobutrol (Gadovist, Schering, Berlin, Germany) at 4 mL/s followed by a 20 mL saline flush. A dual-bolus contrast agent scheme was used as previously described.
3
Functional data were acquired with steady-state free precession cine sequences prescribed in short axis and long axis of the LV. 4 Right and LV volumes and function and LV mass were measured according to standard analysis criteria. 5 Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) images were acquired 15 min after injection of a top up bolus of contrast agent performed after rest perfusion imaging to a total dose of gadolinium of 0.2 mEq/kg of body weight.
4 Figure 1 Areas of abnormal myocardial perfusion are characterized by reduced and delayed wash-in of contrast agent. These features are the basis for visual analysis. Quantitative analysis detects and measures absolute differences of perfusion (vertical arrow). To achieve this, myocardial signal intensity curves require temporal realignment before deconvolution with the arterial input function. This is particularly important when high-resolution voxel-wise perfusion quantification is performed. Dyssynchrony analysis instead does not take into account changes in the amplitude of signal intensity but rather isolates and measures the temporal dyssynchrony of the wash-in curves (horizontal arrow). SI, signal intensity.
Visual CMR analysis
The scans were visually assessed by consensus of at least two expert readers (level of accreditation III according to the guidelines of the Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance-SCMR) as part of routine clinical assessment. 6, 7 Rest and stress images were reviewed in conjunction with LGE images. 8 Perfusion defects were defined based on standardized criteria set by the SCMR. 5 Each cardiac segment was assigned to the appropriate perfusion territory, with segment 15 assigned to the dominant coronary artery (defined by the observer analysing the angiogram). 9 A visual score was given for image quality of each dataset using a 4-point scale: 1-poor, 2-fair, 3-good, and 4-excellent. The severity of respiratory and dark rim artefacts was also scored on a 4-point and 3-point scale, respectively. For respiratory artefacts: 1-non-diagnostic; 2-severe artefacts but diagnostic; 3-mild artefacts; 4-no artefacts. For dark rim artefacts: 1-circumferential; 2-segmental; 3-absent.
Perfusion dyssynchrony analysis
After automated respiratory motion correction and image segmentation, 10 a grid of 60 angular positions located on chords perpendicular to the myocardial centerline was generated. 11 Transmural contrast agent wash-in signal intensity curves were then extracted for each angular position and filtered in the spatial and temporal domain using a binomial filter. 12, 13 For each patient, perfusion dyssynchrony analysis was performed on a total of 180 radial segments (60 segments/slice) and on both stress and rest perfusion datasets. The temporal dyssynchrony of LV perfusion was measured as four perfusion dyssynchrony indices; the variance and the coefficient of variation of the time to maximum upslope of the myocardial signal intensity curve (TTMU), and the variance and coefficient of variation of the time to peak myocardial signal intensity (TTP; Figure 2 ). Variances (V-TTMU and V-TTP) are expressed in square seconds (s 2 ). Coefficients of variation (C-TTMU and C-TTP) are represented as percentages. All temporal intervals were calculated starting from the initial upslope of the LV arterial input function (AIF) visually identified by the operator performing the analysis from the basal LV slice. The range of data analysed was set by default to 20 beats from the AIF upslope but could be manually reduced by the operator to avoid respiratory motion occurring towards the end of the acquisition. Perfusion dyssynchrony analysis was repeated twice by the same operator and by a different blinded operator to measure the intra-and inter-observer variabilities.
Quantitative perfusion analysis
Quantitative perfusion analysis was performed using Fermi deconvolution according to the methods described by Wilke 14 and JeroschHerold 15 using in-house software previously validated against positron emission tomography, 16 FFR, 17 microspheres, 18 and hardware perfusion phantom data. 19, 20 Myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR) was defined as the ratio between stress and rest perfusion estimates obtained in each coronary perfusion territory. 
Catheter laboratory protocol
Invasive coronary angiography was performed with standard methods. 21 FFR was measured in all vessels that showed visually a .50% diameter stenosis in two orthogonal views during intracoronary adenosineinduced hyperaemia (140 mg/kg/min) with a 0.014-inch coronary pressure sensor -tipped wire (Volcano Therapeutics, San Diego, CA or St Jude Medical, St Paul, MN, USA). 22 
Statistical analysis
The Medcalc software (Medcalc, Belgium) and Analyse-it software (Analyse-it Software Limited, United Kingdom) were used. Data are presented as mean + standard deviation. Intra-and inter-observer reproducibilities were determined by Bland -Altman plots and regression analysis. The correlation between perfusion dyssynchrony indices and other quantitative or semi-quantitative CMR parameters was assessed using regression analysis. ANOVA and t-tests were used for comparison of results as appropriate. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis determined the accuracy of each perfusion dyssynchrony index in the diagnosis of CAD and in differentiating between patients with singlevessel and multi-vessel CAD. Optimal diagnostic cut-offs were determined by the best sum of sensitivity and specificity. Mann -Whitney and x 2 tests were used to test the qualitative measurements for statistical significance. No formal power analysis was carried out. 23 
Results
A total of 98 subjects were included in the analysis: 35 subjects in the Normal Group, 32 patients in the Single-vessel Group, and 31 patients in the Multi-vessel Group. Baseline data and demographics are shown in Table 1 . The FFR results are shown in Table 2 .
Perfusion CMR
Detailed functional CMR and LGE findings as well as the detailed results of visual assessment and quantitative perfusion analysis are shown in Table 3 . A total of 294 perfusion territories were included in the analysis. The number of segments visually positive for stress-induced abnormalities was 2.3 + 2.5 in the Single-vessel and 8.1 + 3.6 in the Multi-vessel group (P , 0.001). There was a significant difference between MPR values in FFR positive and negative perfusion territories (P , 0.0001 for all comparisons).
Perfusion dyssynchrony analysis
Detailed results of perfusion dyssynchrony analysis are shown in Table 4 . All tested perfusion dyssynchrony indices increased significantly during stress in comparison with rest values, with the exception of the Normal group where perfusion dyssynchrony during stress did not differ from rest values. Moreover, perfusion dyssynchrony values increased proportionally to the extent of haemodynamically significant CAD, with more severe dyssynchrony being induced by adenosine stress in patients with multi-vessel disease. These results were particularly significant when C-TTMU or TTP-derived indices were used. In contrast to perfusion dyssynchrony indices, however, the average TTMU and TTP did not differ between groups and between stress and rest ( On ROC analysis, perfusion dyssynchrony allowed discrimination between normal subjects and patients with CAD ( Table 5) . TTP-derived indices performed better than TTMU-derived indices. The most accurate parameter for the diagnosis of CAD was C-TTP, with a sensitivity of 0.89, specificity of 0.86, and area under the ROC curve of 0.94. The best C-TTP cut-off for the diagnosis of CAD was .10%. V-TTMU, C-TTMU, and C-TTP were more accurate than visual assessment for the diagnosis of CAD (P ¼ 0.0002, P ¼ 0.017, and P ¼ 0.049, respectively). V-TTMU and C-TTP were more accurate than quantitative analysis for the diagnosis of CAD (P ¼ 0.004 and P ¼ 0.04, respectively).
All perfusion dyssynchrony indices allowed identification of multivessel disease ( Table 6 ). The most accurate parameter was V-TTP, with a sensitivity of 0.74, specificity of 0.79, and area under the ROC curve of 0.84. The best V-TTP diagnostic cut-off for multivessel CAD was .3.3 s 2 . V-TTMU and C-TTMU were more accurate than visual assessment for the diagnosis of multi-vessel disease (P ¼ 0.03 for both).
Results of average TTMU and TTP were not significant in the prediction of CAD or multi-vessel CAD.
The results of correlation analysis between perfusion dyssynchrony indices, FFR values, visually positive segments, and severity of ischaemia measured as MPR values are shown in Table 7 . The correlation between perfusion dyssynchrony results and severity of ischaemia was weak, with TTP-derived indices again performing better.
Bland -Altman graphs and Pearson's r analysis for inter-and intra-observer variabilities are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . C-TTP and C-TTMU were the most reproducible perfusion dyssynchrony indices for intra-operator and inter-operator variabilities.
Results of overall image qualitative assessment, respiratory artefacts, and dark rim artefacts are presented in Figure 5 . No significant differences were observed between groups. The average angular extent of dark rim artefact was 358 (range 8-458).
Discussion
Perfusion dyssynchrony analysis introduces a novel pathophysiological concept of temporal heterogeneity for the analysis of perfusion CMR data. In this study, we tested the potential of perfusion dyssynchrony analysis to be used as a tool for the detection of CAD and to identify patients with multi-vessel disease.
The main findings of this study are as follows: (i) CAD is associated with temporal dyssynchrony of first-pass perfusion signals, which is proportional to the number of vessels with haemodynamically relevant stenosis as assessed by FFR; (ii) perfusion dyssynchrony is induced by stress; (iii) indices of perfusion dyssynchrony can reliably detect the presence of CAD, and (iv) multivessel CAD.
Visual assessment of stress and rest perfusion scans is based on the identification of areas of reduced and delayed wash-in of contrast agent. Quantitative analysis instead measures the absolute reduction myocardial signal intensity without generally accounting for temporal delay, which can potentially be a source of errors, 24 particularly when voxel-wise techniques are used. We have previously described and validated automated algorithms for correction of the temporal delay for voxel-wise quantification. 25 However, the observed association between heterogeneous temporal delay and myocardial ischaemia leads us to hypothesize that specific indices of temporal dyssynchrony could be developed and used to detect areas of abnormal perfusion. 25 To our knowledge, the assessment of myocardial perfusion in term of its temporal component has not yet been explored. C-TTMU, coefficient of variation of the time to maximum upslope of the myocardial signal intensity curve; C-TTP, coefficient of variation of the time to peak myocardial signal intensity; V-TTMU, variance of the time to maximum upslope of the myocardial signal intensity curve; V-TTP, variance of the time to peak myocardial signal intensity.
Diastolic blood flow in unobstructed epicardial coronary arteries is very fast, with the dead volume in the epicardial coronaries being replenished several times every heartbeat with fresh blood inflowing from the aorta. 26 Normal myocardium has preserved vasodilatory reserve and shows a temporally homogeneous perfusion (the myocardium is perfused with uniform amount of blood and wash-in happens at approximately the same time in all segments). 25 The presence of flow-limiting CAD can deeply influence the propagation of the contrast agent through the coronary circulation, with reduced amplitude and a temporal spread of the signal intensity curves in different coronary territories. Our results demonstrate for the first time that the degree of temporal dyssynchrony correlates with the extent of haemodynamically significant CAD and is maximal in patients with multi-vessel disease. We hypothesized that perfusion dyssynchrony is generated as a result of the interaction between several factors, including the site and severity of the epicardial lesions and the relationship between coronary resistance and down-stream coronary capacitance ( Figure 6 ). Four indices of perfusion dyssynchrony were evaluated in this study, including the variance of the time to maximum myocardial signal upslope (V-TTMU), the coefficient of variation of the time to maximum myocardial signal upslope (C-TTMU), the variance of the time to peak myocardial signal (V-TTP), and the coefficient of variation of the time to peak myocardial signal (C-TTP).
Our results show a progressive increase of perfusion dyssynchrony proportionally to the number of diseased vessels. Importantly, while perfusion dyssynchrony values showed this correlation, the average values of TTMU and TTP did not correlate with the severity of the disease. Moreover, perfusion dyssynchrony indices showed weak correlation with other invasive and non-invasive measurements of the severity of ischaemia, including FFR values (considered as a continuous rather than dichotomous variable), visual ischaemic burden, and MPR values.
All dyssynchrony indices were capable of detecting single-and multi-vessel CAD. However, TTP-derived indices (V-TTP and C-TTP) performed better than TTMU-derived indices. This might reflect the relatively higher signal-to-noise ratio of TTP measures. V-TTP and C-TTP were also the most reproducible indices on both inter-and intra-observer variabilities.
We have previously described and validated transmural perfusion gradient (TPG) analysis against FFR, an another tool to detect stress-induced perfusion abnormalities on high-resolution CMR scans. 13, 27 TPG analysis was designed to take advantage of the high-spatial resolution of CMR, exploiting the differences in firstpass perfusion observed between the inner (sub-endocardial) layers of the LV wall and the outer (sub-epicardial) layers. TPG identifies areas with inducible perfusion abnormalities based on the transmural redistribution of signal during first pass. In principle, TPG analysis is very similar to visual assessment, taking into consideration a combination of amplitude and temporal delay of signal intensity curves at segmental level. 
C-TTMU, coefficient of variation of the time to maximum upslope of the myocardial signal intensity curve; C-TTP, coefficient of variation of the time to peak myocardial signal intensity; V-TTMU, variance of the time to maximum upslope of the myocardial signal intensity curve; V-TTP, variance of the time to peak myocardial signal intensity. a Number of positive segments. take into account the amplitude of the signal intensity curves and was rather designed to isolate and measure the temporal dyssynchrony of the wash-in curves to produce one value for the entire left ventricle.
Perfusion dyssynchrony analysis has several potential advantages over other post-processing techniques. It is based on regional differences in the TTMU and TTP rather than on absolute signal intensity values, making it very robust to signal inhomogeneities as well as different data acquisition schemes. In addition, unlike quantitative analysis, perfusion dyssynchrony analysis is not influenced by the complex relationship between contrast agent concentration and signal intensity. This is reflected by low inter-and intra-observer variabilities.
We could find in the literature only very limited attempts to discuss the variability of stress and rest perfusion values in normal subjects by using deconvolution-based quantification algorithms. These results explored the variability of absolute perfusion values rather than the temporal dyssynchrony of the signals. 
Limitations
This study included highly selected populations of patients with suspected CAD. Thus, the data on diagnostic accuracy reflect the accuracy to discriminate between these specific groups rather than a general population. Perfusion dyssynchrony analysis will need to be tested on different scanners, field strength, and with different acquisition protocols. Moreover, patients were included in the study retrospectively, and this constitutes an additional limitation. The presence of coronary microvascular disease or of collateral coronary vessels could in theory affect perfusion dyssynchrony measurements.
Conclusions
In conclusion, perfusion dyssynchrony analysis is a novel method to measure temporal differences of myocardial perfusion and appears to be highly accurate in identifying patients with haemodynamically significant CAD. In particular, TTP-derived indices showed high 
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